High-level hardware modeling is an essential, yet time-consuming, part of system design. However, effective component-based reuse in hardware modeling languages can reduce model construction time and enable the exploration of more design alternatives, leading to better designs. While component overloading and parametric polymorphism are critical for effective component-base reuse, no existing modeling language supports both. The lack of these features creates overhead for designers that discourages reuse, negating any benefits of reuse.
INTRODUCTION
Exploring the design space when designing a hardware system is vital to realizing a well-performing design. Hardware complexity has made building high-level system models to explore the design space an essential, yet burdensome and time-consuming, part of system design. Since overall design quality improves as more designs are explored, reducing the time to develop system models can dramatically improve design quality. To reduce development times, others have proposed high-level component-based modeling systems supporting reusable components [3, 9, 11] . Reuse, however, is effective only if components are flexible enough to be used Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. in a wide range of designs and if using flexible components does not have an overhead so high it precludes their use in practice [11] .
A common mechanism to increase the flexibility of components is to use programming language techniques such as polymorphism. Consider, for example, a component library that contains various ALU models to handle different data types, such as integers and several formats of floating point numbers. While it is possible for the user to specifically select which ALU is appropriate for a processor model being built, forcing the user to make this selection can be cumbersome. Instead these components could be combined into a single overloaded component. This component overloading (also known as ad-hoc polymorphism) allows the system to automatically select an appropriate component implementation by analyzing the relationship of the overloaded component's supported data types to the data types of components connected to it. This frees designers from dealing with less important details regarding typing and allows them to focus on high-level system design issues. Some existing hardware modeling systems, such as Balboa [4] , support this type of polymorphism.
Component overloading reduces the overhead of using a component, but it still requires the implementation of several ALU behaviors, one for each supported data type. A separate class of components, such as queues, memories, and crossbar switches, have highlevel functionality that is independent of the data types they manipulate. Parametric polymorphism frees designers from unnecessary reimplementation of these components by providing a mechanism to build a single implementation for use with many data types. A familiar example of this type of polymorphism is a SystemC [9] component built using a C++ template. In general, a parametrically polymorphic component uses type variables (in C++, template parameters) in place of concrete types in its definition. When such a component is instantiated, the user provides a concrete type for each type variable thus resolving the polymorphism. The compiler uses this information to automatically specialize the component behavior to handle the specified concrete types. For example, a queue model using parametric polymorphism could be instantiated in one part of a system to queue instructions and the same model could be instantiated elsewhere to queue Ethernet packets. The compiler would specialize the queue's behavior to handle the different data types without any user intervention.
Unfortunately, the excessive type instantiations needed when using many parametrically polymorphic components often discourages their use in practice, thus nullifying the model development time benefits they provide. Just as in the case of component overloading, it is possible to build a system that automatically identifies type variable values [15] the output of an instruction fetch unit is connected to a queue, the queue will be storing instruction data and not Ethernet packets.
Unfortunately, building a modeling system which automatically infers type instantiations for parametrically polymorphic components while also selecting implementations of overloaded components is non-trivial. In this paper, we propose a type system for high-level hardware modeling systems that supports both parametric polymorphism and component overloading. We show that the type inference problem for this type system is NP-complete. We then present a heuristic type inference algorithm that automatically infers the type instantiations for parametrically polymorphic components and automatically selects the appropriate implementation for overloaded components. We show that this algorithm has reasonable run-times for models seen in practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the type system, including examples of how the features may be used. Section 3 describes how this type system can be applied to existing systems. Section 4 presents the type inference problem for this type system and a proof of its NP-completeness. Section 5 presents our heuristic type inference algorithm and Section 6 presents an evaluation of the type system and inference algorithm. Section 7 summarizes the contributions and concludes.
THE TYPE SYSTEM
In this section, a type system that supports both component overloading and parametric polymorphism will be constructed by examining the common usage paradigms for these features. The type system is presented in the abstract since it can be used with many different modeling languages. For clarity, the examples occasionally compare these abstract concepts to concepts in SystemC.
Consider a very simple queue whose port interface is shown in Figure 1(a) . In the interface definition of this component, one would like to specify an in port and an out port 1 . Data received on the in port is enqueued, the item at the head of the queue is transmitted on the out port and dequeued. As shown, this queue component can only handle ints (denoted by the :int in the declaration). Instead of int, the queue could have been written to support other basic data types such as bool, arrays, structures, or lower-level types such as bits or ieee std logic vector.
Since the high-level behavior of the queue is independent of the data type stored in it, the queue is an ideal candidate for parametric polymorphism. The interface for a polymorphic queue component replaces the explicit type specified on the in and out ports with a type variable. This is shown in Figure 1(b) . In the example, this 1 Clock and control signals are omitted from the diagrams for simplicity. In fact, some high-level modeling systems abstract these interfaces away [14] . type variable is denoted 'a (type variables are prefixed with a ') and is common to both ports. Since the in and out ports share the same type variable, they are constrained to have the same type. The interface shown in the figure is equivalent to the SystemC code shown in Figure 1(c) where the template argument T takes the place of type variable 'a.
From this example, we see that our type system should have type variables so that ports, state, etc. in a model can be parametrically polymorphic. Additionally, the type system should allow more complex data types, such as structures, to be built using type variables. For example, consider a memory component, as shown in Figure 2 . This component could have a request port to access memory and output data port to return the results of read requests. As shown, the request port needs to have some fields with fixed types for addressing and identifying the type of request, and then a data field, whose type is specified with a type variable, to carry the data for any write requests. Just as before, this same type variable can be used on the data out port to ensure that the data written to the memory has the same type as the data that is read out. From this example it is clear that one should be able to use a type variable wherever one could use a regular type in a port interface definition.
The legal types in this type system are described by the following grammar:
Here, the basic types are the standard programming language types (the τ [n] notation is an array of the given type) that would be communicated over ports at model runtime. The type schemes (other than the last one) are the collection of basic types, type variables, and basic types containing references to type variables. Given a basic type for all unbound type variables in any these type schemes, we get a valid basic type that is an instantiation of the type scheme.
As will be shown, the last type scheme, the disjunctive type scheme, is used to support component overloading. To specify component interfaces for overloaded components, a port on the interface is annotated with a disjunctive type scheme. These type schemes enumerate a list of type options. When a component is instantiated, one of these options is statically selected and becomes the type of the entity which carried the disjunctive type scheme. This disjunctive type scheme is denoted as type1 | ...| typen. The following rule is added to the type system's grammar to allow this type scheme. Note that the disjunctive type scheme is different than a union type, since union-typed entities may have a value of one type from a pre-specified list, but this type may change at run time. Accordingly, union types do not facilitate component overloading.
To understand how this type scheme facilitates component overloading, recall the overloaded ALU discussed in Section 1. Assuming the overloaded component supported both the int and float data type, then, in this type system, one would assign a common 
EXISTING MODELING SYSTEMS
In this section we show how the previously described type system can represent the port-interface type systems in some existing high-level modeling languages. The section will also discuss what forms of type inference the systems support if any.
SystemC. SystemC is a structural modeling system built as a library for C++. Components are C++ objects and component interface definitions are in the corresponding C++ classes. Ports and connections are created using the SystemC library. SystemC supports parametric polymorphism through the use of C++ templates, but requires manual resolution of this polymorphism rather than using type inference. SystemC does not support component overloading, nor does it recognize subtyping when considering if two ports have the same type.
The template arguments for a SystemC component correspond to type variables. Basic C++ data types correspond to the basic types presented earlier. Template classes' templatized port interfaces can be characterized using the type schemes presented. Classes can be represented by adding function pointers to the basic types and representing classes as structs that contain function pointers.
Balboa.
Balboa is a framework to compose components built in otherwise incompatible systems, including SystemC components. Components are connected and their interface specified via an interface definition language (IDL). The IDL allows overloading where each component has a set of legal types for its port interface. Each legal interface has a corresponding implementation of the component for use during execution. Before beginning simulation, the system performs type inference to select the appropriate implementation based on the port connectivity. However, Balboa's type inference algorithm does not support parametric polymorphism since the IDL does not support it (parametrically polymorphic SystemC components must be preinstantiated with a fixed range of types before being used with Balboa).
Basic IDL types in Balboa correspond to the basic types in the type system presented in Section 2. Overloaded components' port interface signatures can be constructed using the same method described previously for the overloaded ALU.
Ptolemy II. Ptolemy II is a modeling environment designed to support multiple models of computation. It has a type system that supports type inference in the presence of parametric polymorphism and subtyping, but unfortunately, it does not support component overloading [15] .
Types in Ptolemy II correspond to types in Section 2's type system similarly to SystemC. Section 2's type system does not handle subtyping, but can be extended to do so.
THE TYPE INFERENCE PROBLEM
To automatically resolve the polymorphism for the type system described in Section 2, a type inference algorithm must identify a basic type for all type variables and ensure that a single type is selected from every disjunctive type scheme. When making such selections, the algorithm must respect each port's type scheme and ensure that connected ports share a common type. For example, consider the two components in Figure 3 . Here, the in port on component B has the type scheme int | bool. Type inference must assign it the basic type int or the basic type bool. The port out on component A has type scheme int and thus can only be assigned type int. Furthermore since in and out are connected, they must have the same type. In this case, the type inference algorithm, because of the equality constraint, must assign basic type int to port in. Since int is a basic type that corresponds to the type scheme int | bool, all conditions are satisfied and a valid, unique type assignment has been found.
If no valid type assignment is possible (e.g. if the in port on component B has type scheme float | bool) then the system is said to be over-constrained. It is also possible to have a system with multiple valid type assignments (e.g. if the out port on component A also had the type scheme int | bool). Such systems are said to be under-constrained. Over-constrained or underconstrained systems are considered malformed systems and the type inference algorithm that will be presented will report an error if such systems are encountered.
The type inference problem can be formalized as solving a set of constraints involving equality of type schemes. First, a type variable is created for every port in a system. Second, a core set of constraints is formed stating that these new type variables must be equal to the type scheme for the respective port. Third, the core set of constraints is augmented with constraints formed by equating the type variables for any two ports that are connected. The legal constraints in the type system are given by the following grammar:
is the trivially true constraint, τ * 1 = τ * 2 is a constraint asserting the equality between two type schemes, and φ1 ∧ φ2 is the conjunction of the sub-constraints φ1 and φ2.
The type inference engine must resolve all the type schemes to basic types and assign basic types to all type variables according to the constraints. The constraint is constructed and evaluated at once for the entire model. Thus, the inference engine may reject constraints with multiple solutions (i.e. an underconstrained system) since the model is ill-defined in this case. Constraints with no solution obviously correspond to a malformed model.
THEOREM 1. The type inference problem is NP-complete.
PROOF. A sketch of the proof showing the problem is in NP is as follows. For each disjunctive type scheme, non-deterministically choose which of the type schemes in the disjunction to use. After this resolution of disjunctive type schemes, the problem reduces to that of unification which is in P [10] . Thus the type inference problem is in NP.
To show the problem is NP-hard, we show how to reduce any instance of the monotone 1-in-3 SAT problem, a known NP-complete problem [5] , to the type inference problem. 3-SAT is a SAT problem where one must decide if there exists an assignment of truth values to a set of boolean variables, B, such that each clause in a set of disjunctive clauses, C, with exactly 3 literals per clause, is satisfied. Monotone 1-in-3 SAT is a 3-SAT problem where each member of B only appears in non-negated form and only one literal in each clause may have a truth value of '1'.
The reduction proceeds as follows. Let the type int correspond to the truth value '1', and let bool correspond to '0'. For each variable bi ∈ B create a type variable α b,i . For each clause, c ∈ C, create a type variable αc. Each clause has the form (bi, bj, b k ) where bi, bj, b k ∈ B. The only satisfying assignments for each clause are S0 = (1, 0, 0), S1 = (0, 1, 0), and S2 = (0, 0, 1) . Let S0 = struct { x:int; y:bool; z:bool;} S1 = struct { x:bool; y:int; z:bool;} S2 = struct { x:bool; y:bool; z:int;} For each clause add the constraint αc = S0 | S1 | S2. This constraint ensures that each clause has a legal satisfying value, S0, S1, or S2. To ensure that boolean variables in the clause get the appropriate value based on which satisfying assignment is chosen, add the following constraint for each clause:
If the inference problem for this set of constraints has a solution, the corresponding monotone 1-in-3 SAT problem is satisfiable. If not, the problem is unsatisfiable. Thus, solving the inference problem solves the corresponding monotone 1-in-3 SAT problem.
The type system and inference problem presented here is very similar to the type system and inference problems in languages such as Haskell. However, the Haskell problem is undecidable in general [13] . There exist restricted versions of the type system that are decidable [8, 12] . Unfortunately, of these, the restrictions that yield acceptable computational complexity [8] are not desirable in a structural modeling environment since they forbid common port interface typings. For other restricted versions of the type system, we know of no heuristic algorithms that are appropriate for instances of the problem that arise in the structural modeling domain.
The type inference problem also seems easily mapped to SAT. However, a straight-forward mapping with a bounded width binary encoding for each type that is uniform across all problem instances is not possible. This is because one can arbitrarily nest structs and arrays leading to an unbounded number of types across all problem instances. It should be possible to identify a finite set of types that can occur in a particular problem instance, however, this is also non-trivial and left to future work.
THE INFERENCE ALGORITHM
The substitution algorithm used for type inference in languages such as ML [7] can be extended for the presented type system by modifying the algorithm to handle the disjunctive type scheme. This section presents such an extension and proves the correctness of the approach. The extended algorithm generates a typing context that maps type variables to basic types for all satisfiable constraints. Since the simplest extension of the algorithm has prohibitively large run times, this section will also present heuristics that make run-times reasonable for models seen in practice.
Basic Algorithm
The basic ML-style substitution algorithm works by simplifying each term in the constraint, φ, and then eliminating it. As the constraints are simplified, the algorithm will create a new simpler constraint and then recursively process this new constraint. During this simplification, the algorithm builds up a typing context, T , that maps type variables to type schemes. The recursion occurs based on the structure of the constraint. Therefore, there must be a rule that handles each production in the grammar defining the constraint. The typical rules are shown in 
. Each problem is solved by recursively applying the algorithm. When the algorithm terminates for each subproblem, it reports that φi ∧φ was unsatisfiable or returns a typing context Ti. If, ∀i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, φi ∧ φ and φj ∧ φ were satisfiable and Ti = Tj, then the system is under-constrained. The algorithm terminates if this is detected since only unique solutions are acceptable.
For the extended algorithm to be correct, two things must be true. First, the algorithm must terminate. Second, the algorithm must incrementally build a solution to the inference problem in each step. The next two theorems formally state these two properties.
THEOREM 2. The algorithm's state sequence is finite.
PROOF. To each state (T, φ), we will assign a pair (n, s), where n is the number of type variables in φ and s is the sum of the number of type schemes in φ. If (Ti, φi) is satisfiable, each rule shown in Table 1 takes (Ti, φi) and converts it into a state (Ti+1, φi+1) where ni+1 < ni or both ni+1 = ni and si+1 < si. Consider each row of the table. The first row, removes two type schemes from φi. The third row reduces the number of type variables by one. The fourth row, removes two type schemes from φi, as does the fifth row. All rows decrease either s (without increasing n) or decrease n. Thus, the sequence of states form a strictly decreasing sequence of ordered pairs of integers (the pairs (n, s)). Since the sequence is lower bounded (n ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0), the sequence will converge in a finite number of steps.
If some state in the sequence is unsatisfiable, then the algorithm terminates, and thus the theorem is trivially true.
Upon encountering a disjunctive constraint, the algorithm recursively applies itself to many subproblems. Each subproblem contains one less type scheme and thus, by the metric introduced earlier, is simpler than the current problem. Therefore, by induction, no subproblem will lead to an infinite sequence of states. Thus, the algorithm's state sequence is finite.
The next theorem will show that the final typing context T provides a solution to the initial constraint, however some useful notation will be introduced first. The application of a typing context, S, to a type scheme, φ involves recursively substituting all the type variable to type scheme mappings in the type context S into the type schemes of φ. This operation will be denoted by S(φ). Next, we will write S |= φ if the typing context S satisfies the constraint Constraint form
Constraint satisfiable, Solution in T Table 1 : Simple Substitution Algorithm φ. Formally, this relation is inductively defined as follows:
In the second rule, we treat type schemes like sets. The type scheme τ * 1 | . . . | τ * n is considered to be the set {τ * 1 , . . . , τ * n }. Other type schemes are considered to be singleton sets. Finally, given a state (T, φ), we call S a solution for (T, φ) if S = T ∪ U and S |= φ for some U whose domain is disjoint from the domain of T .
THEOREM 3. If the algorithm transitions from
PROOF. We will prove this statement by induction on the structure of the transitions. The transitions presented in Table 1 are almost identical to those for programming languages such as ML and the truth of this theorem is well known for those transitions [6] .
For a transition based on the disjunctive rule, we have φ = (τ
Assume that S is a solution to the state (T, (τ
for some i by the definition of the |= relation. Therefore S is also a solution to the state (T, τ * = τ * i ∧ φ ). The algorithm will transition in many steps from the state (T, τ * = τ * i ∧ φ ) to (T , ). By the inductive hypothesis, S is also a solution to the state (T , ). Now, assume that S is a solution to the state (T , ). We must show that S is also a solution to the state (T, (τ
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the algorithm will transition in many steps from the state (T, τ * = τ * 1 ∧ φ ) to (T , ). By the inductive hypothesis, we have that S is a solution to the state (T, τ * = τ * 1 ∧ φ ). This implies that S = U ∪ T for some disjoint U and that S |= (τ * = τ * 1 ∧φ ). By the definition of the |= relation, this implies that S |= (τ
By the definition of solution, we have that S is a solution to the state (T, (τ
Theorem 2 proves that the algorithm always terminates. Further Theorem 3 proves that each step of the algorithm constructs an incremental solution to the inference problem. Therefore, if the algorithm terminates with the constraint equal to , then the typing context forms a solution to the initial state and thus to the initial type inference problem. When the algorithm terminates with a constraint other than , the terminating constraint is over-constrained and thus by Theorem 3 so too is the initial state. Finally, we also reject states where we detect multiple solutions. Theorem 3 tells us that these multiple solutions are all valid for the initial constraint also. Therefore, the initial constraint system is under-constrained.
Heuristics
The basic algorithm just described has prohibitively large run times, which is not surprising given that the inference problem is NP-complete. The large run-times are due to the subproblem exploration required by the disjunctive constraints. This section describes an additional rule and two heuristics, inspired by heuristics for the DLL SAT algorithm [2] , which dramatically reduce the number of subproblems that need to be solved, which in turn drastically reduces run-time. Note that these heuristics only affect runtime, not the quality or correctness of the typing context produced.
Disjunctive Constraint Simplification
The additional rule simplifies disjunctive constraints without creating and solving subproblems. Consider a constraint of the form
This constraint can obviously be simplified by eliminating type schemes, τ * 1,j , that do not have a compatible type scheme in τ * 2,k , and vice versa. Recognizing all incompatible type schemes is equivalent to the original inference problem, but certain incompatibilities are easy to verify. For example, any basic type τ is only compatible with type schemes τ and α. Two struct type schemes with differing element names or with differing numbers of elements are also incompatible. Similar rules can be constructed for arrays.
Processing Constraints Out-of-order
The first heuristic to reduce the number of subproblems to be solved delays the creation of subproblems due to disjunctive constraints as long as possible. This allows terms that do not contain disjunctive type-schemes (disjunctive terms) to be simplified before creating subproblems to address a disjunctive term. These simplifications may make the disjunctive-constraint-simplification rule applicable, eliminating the subproblem creation entirely, or significantly reduce the size of the subproblems by solving common terms in the constraint only once.
The proposed heuristic to accomplish this causes the algorithm to evaluate the simplification rules in multiple phases. In the first phase, the constraint terms are treated as a list, and each constraint term is simplified in-order. If any constraint has a leading disjunctive term, the constraint is reordered to delay evaluation of the disjunctive term. This iteration over constraint terms proceeds until no simplifications can be made without handling a disjunctive term via subproblem creation. In the second phase, the leading disjunctive term is handled via the subproblem creation used in the simple algorithm.
Partitioning the Constraint
The second heuristic leverages the independence of subproblems in type inference algorithm. Consider the following constraint:
In this case there are six disjunctive type schemes with two possible types, thus the basic algorithm would need to solve 2 6 = 64
subproblems. The heuristics presented thus far would reduce this to 2 3 = 8 since half of the disjunctive type schemes can be handled by disjunctive constraint simplification after subproblems are created for the other half of the disjunctive type schemes. The number of subproblems can be reduced further still by recognizing that constraint terms given by (1), (2) , and (3) each refer to disjoint sets of type variables and can thus be solved independently. Applying this technique would yield 2 2 + 2 2 + 2 2 = 12 subproblems without disjunctive constraint simplification or 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 subproblems with disjunctive constraint simplification.
In general, any constraint can be partitioned into multiple constraints by placing terms of the original constraint into different sets such that if two constraints are in different sets, they refer to nonoverlapping sets of type variables. Each of these sub-constraints can be solved separately since its solution is only affected by mappings for type variables that it references. After performing such a partitioning, if any of the sub-constraints are unsatisfiable, then the whole system is unsatisfiable since no typing context which contains mappings for the type variables in the sub-constraint will solve the original constraint. If all the sub-constraints are satisfiable, a union of each sub-constraint's typing context is the typing context that solves the original constraint. In general the basic algorithm will need to explore m·n subproblems if it contains a disjunctive type scheme with m options and a disjunctive type scheme with n options. If these type schemes are independent, after partitioning, only m + n subproblems need be explored. Thus, the savings due to partitioning increases exponentially with the number of independent disjunctive constraints. Partitioning the constraint after reordering but before attempting to solve any subproblems increases the likelihood of finding independent disjunctive type schemes and is the best place to perform partitioning.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The type system and inference algorithm described in this paper are implemented in the Liberty Simulation Environment (LSE) [14] , a publicly available high-level hardware modeling tool. This section measures the effectiveness of this work by evaluating several LSE models created for other research and instruction.
To evaluate the effectiveness of type inference in easing the use of polymorphism, the number of explicit type instantiations with type inference is compared to that without type inference. The results are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen from the table, far fewer instantiations are needed with type inference thus significantly reducing the burden on the user. In two of the models studied, only 8 out of approximately 100 type instantiations were user specified. This shows how type inference can nearly eliminate any overhead associated with polymorphism while preserving all of its benefits.
To determine if the inference algorithm presented is practical, the run times of the algorithm with and without the heuristics presented in the previous section were measured. Table 2 also presents these results. The model specification language compiler and type inference algorithm are implemented in Java. The run times were measured using Sun's Java VM 1.4.1 02 on a 3.0GHz Pentium 4 machine with 2 GB of RAM running RedHat Linux 9 with RedHat kernel 2.4.20-20.9smp. From the table, it is clear that the type inference times without the heuristics are impractical often exceeding 12 hours. However the algorithm with heuristics executes in just a few seconds, thus making it usable for models seen in practice.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new type inference algorithm, including heuristics to reduce run-time, for a new structural type sys- tem that supports parametric polymorphism and a disjunctive type that allows component overloading. We show that, despite the NPcompleteness of the inference problem, our algorithm for type inference has reasonable run-times (< 10 seconds) for systems seen in practice. These contributions permit low-overhead use of parametric polymorphism and component overloading, increasing component reuse in practice. This reduces model development times, increases the number of designs that can be explored, and results in better overall design quality.
